
myFocus Cloud Overview

Leverage myFocus Cloud
With myFocus Cloud, users can now take advantage of the stability, intuitive 
user experience, high quality and reliability of Focus POS all wrapped up in 
a cloud-based point of sale software solution. 

At Focus, we don’t presume to know what’s best for your business. myFocus 
Cloud allows you to select which cloud services are best for your business 
right now. Because myFocus Cloud is built to expand and grow with your 
business, you can purchase additional cloud services as needed at any time. 

myFocus Cloud doesn’t depend on an internet connection to run at the store level. 
This eliminates downtime and lost revenue due to internet connection failures. As 
full featured and robust as its on-premise solution counterpart, cloud ready Focus 
POS is equipped to handle any and all of your business needs anytime, anywhere.

Customize myFocus  
Cloud to Suit Your Needs

myFocus Office
Make menu changes, add employees, and edit time cards anytime and anywhere all from the cloud. myFocus Office brings full 
on-premise functionality to the cloud. Ideal for both multi-store chains as well as single store locations, restaurant operators 
can manage business while on the go. Additionally, because myFocus Office isn’t reliant on your network connection, an internet 
outage won’t cause your operations to cease.



myFocus Mobile
myFocus Mobile app grants you access to the information you need to 
manage your restaurant from your smartphone or mobile device when 
you are commuting, working at a different location, or traveling. Stay 
informed with data that will allow you to control sales and labor costs 
and minimize loss while on the go.

myFocus Central Cloud-Based Reporting
myFocus Central is a cloud-based reporting platform that consolidates 
data from multiple locations and makes it accessible from one, 
convenient dashboard. With myFocus Central, evaluate individual 
store performance, make comparisons between locations, or examine 
business performance overall. Only have one location? No problem. 
myFocus Central still gives you all the benefits for a single store.
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myFocus Loyalty
myFocus Loyalty is a comprehensive loyalty solution that keeps your 
customers coming back. Incentivize your customers, track their 
purchase history, and increase your sales. myFocus Loyalty handles 
multi-store processing and allows for both card and cardless accounts. 
With myFocus Loyalty, you can send promotional coupons, customer 
surveys, email and text-based marketing and automate emails based 
on birthdays, anniversaries and last visits. A website plug-in allows 
customers to register their accounts and check balances directly from 
your website, creating more opportunities for you to reach your most 
valued customers.

With myFocus Loyalty, you have the flexibility to test which rewards 
system works the best for your business, whether it be a points-based 
system, sales-based system, or a tiered system.

myFocus Gift
Restaurant gift cards remain a top choice for giving and receiving. They 
may also be the preferred payment options for customers who don’t have 
credit cards, but don’t want to carry cash. The myFocus Gift card program 
will empower you to provide convenient gift card issue and payment 
experiences to your customers. These cloud-based gift cards can be used 
in any location of a restaurant chain. Plus, cards are processed in real 
time, so they can be used immediately following activation.

Additionally, Focus’ custom-made mobile apps and website plug-ins enable 
gift card holders to check their card balances and transaction histories 
from a mobile device or PC.


